
flag, you’re it.
Don’t Prey Where We Play



ESTHER

Esthe r was the f r i end l y 
outreach person to go to 
during her time in TBWA. She 
was the key support in digital 
a n d s o c i a l r o l l - o u t f o r 
international clients in wide-
scale branding and advertising 
initiatives. Her diverse portfolio 
includes global clients like HP 
and Spotify.
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VANESSA

Vanessa is a detective who 
specialises in decoding market 
insights and has trained at 
MullenLowe, MediaFreaks, 
and PwC. During her time 
there, she developed brand 
and digital strategies for global 
clients like Unilever, J&J, Pfizer, 
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STEPHANIE

As someone passionate about 
brilliant branding, Stephanie 
takes pride in leading the 
campaign's art direction. Her 
latest internship at Directions 
Group Inc also cultivated her 
m e d i a r e l a t i o n s a n d 
communications skills for elite 
clients like Chloé, Prada, 
TOD'S,  and Tory Burch.   

ART & DESIGN

VINICE

Vinice’s intrinsic curious nature 
has led her to embark on 
strategist roles to uncover 
consumer insights and shape 
brand and digital strategies at 
MullenLowe and TBWA. She 
has also let her creativity shine 
through multiple social media 
internship experiences.

RESEARCH & SOCIAL



online 
child 

grooming
A predatory behaviour where the 

offender attempts to gain a child’s 

trust with the goal of performing 

sexually inappropriate behaviours.



online situation

In Singapore, adolescents ages 13 to 17 are 

at the highest risk of being preyed on online.



45 mins
IS ALL IT TAKES TO 
GROOM A CHILD

1 IN 3
MET AN ONLINE 

STRANGER, OFFLINE

68%
RECEIVED UNWANTED 

SEXUAL CONTENT IN 2018



PLAYPREY
their digital playground  is now a

GROUND



MSF and AWARE have 
put in place counselling 

programmes for victims 
and ex-offenders.

REACTIVE

SOCIAL

Stricter laws will be 
implemented against 

online child grooming 
in early 2020.

LEGISLATION

Social media firms have 
put in places features 

for users to flag out 
sexual content.

TECHNOLOGY

Past literacy campaigns 
have broadly covered the 

œDos & Don’ts” for various 
cyber wellness topics.

EDUCATION

PREVENTIVE

current solutions



target 
audience Secondary school student, between 

the ages of 13 to 17. Spends over 

six hours daily on social media.



68% received unwanted sexual 

content,  whilst 45% encountered 

unwanted contact from strangers

highest willingness to interact 

with strangers in exchange for 

social relationships & validation.

gen-zs are socially tuned, and 

hold  empowered att i tudes 

towards creating change.

driving force for 
social change

common target 
of sexual content

most susceptible 
to grooming



45 mins

our goal Build a holistic ecosystem that works to 

combat online child grooming. Our first step 

is to inculcate the behaviour of flagging 

out unwanted inappropriate messages 

amongst our adolescents, thereby mobilising 

them as a driving force for change.



#FLAGGED

45 MINUTES IN 
THE PREYGROUND

DON’T PREY 
WHERE WE PLAY

the plan 1

2

3

PERIOD: DEC 2019 - MAR  2020

PERIOD: FEB 2020

LAUNCH: MAR  2020



a social media movement 

#flagged1
A viral Instagram activation that taps on community mobilisation 

to empower adolescents to flag out inappropriate conversations 

and build a supportive space for victims to share their stories.

Objectives Tackled 

Severity  |  Susceptibility  |  Response Efficacy  |  Perceived Efficacy 

Strategy Applied: 

Expose Vulnerability  |  Ease & Effectiveness  |  Community Support



#FLAGGED

Direct marketing through product 

sponsorship for contests

sponsorship avenue

1

We have identified  four content pillars to 

communicate our key messages: 

• Know It All: General facts, statistics and opinions 

• The Flags: How to spot the signs of manipulation 

• Candid Chats: How to speak, share and advise 

• Here’s My Story: Real victim experiences, quotes



An exhibition that immerses students into three key stages of OCG 

with the use of interactive installations, to educate and instil a 

sense of vulnerability in their minds.

2

Objectives Tackled 

Severity  |  Susceptibility  |  Response Efficacy  |  Perceived Efficacy 

Strategy Applied: 

Expose Vulnerability  |  Community Support

an interactive exhibition 

45 Minutes In The PreyGround



FRIENDLY
1: Let’s Be Friends

FEAR
2: Just You & Me

EMPOWER
3: Shall We…?

ACT
4: Flag It

2
an interactive exhibition 

45 Minutes In The PreyGround



Empower adolescents to flag 

out conversations and online 

friendships to trusted  individuals 

in order to protect themselves 

and their peers.   

driving force for 
social change

This interactive art space will 

instil a sense of vulnerability and 

deepen their knowledge and 

understanding of OCG through 

experiential learning.

deepen 
knowledge

objectives



1 LET’S BE FRIENDS

A predator’s first move is usually seemingly 

harmless - a friend request, a like, or a 

compliment via direct message. This station 

transforms such actions into an IG-Worthy 

moment,  but with a creep factor.  

For example, voice overs of typical 

compliments like œYou look cute, let’s be 

friends” will be played out to instil a sense 

of “this sounds weird in real life”.



The third stage typically transitions into a sexual 

phase where explicit content is introduced to shape 

an adolescent’s desires and inhibitions. This 

relationship may eventually transit offline. 

This station will feature stories from victims, as well 

as leading message content which should flagged. 

User generated content from our social media 

activation, #Flagged, will also be shared here.

2 JUST YOU & ME

With access to Instagram Stories & Instagram Posts, a predator 

knows how and when to to manipulate an adolescent’s 

emotions and trust. For example, many share about parental 

disappointment in academic results. A predator can take this 

vulnerable period to shower comfort and welcomed attention. 

This station uses 3D interactive installations to depict how 

disturbing an online relationship appears in real life.



Stories, learning experiences and advice from real 

victims will be exhibited in this section. The stories will 

illustrate the emotional impact that transcended their 

teenage years. More importantly, there will be a focus 

on how these victims overcame the situation by flagging 

out their experience to a trusted individual. 

Stories will also be told in three key perspectives: 

victims’, friends’ and parents’. This helps to portray the 

extent of the impact, as well as how their peers and 

parents will always be there supporting them through. 

3 FLAG 
YOU’RE IT



a panel discussion 

Don’t Prey Where We Play3

A multi-stakeholder platform for student-led see-saw 

conversations about online child predators. The discussion 

aims to catch current predatory behaviours and seek out 

potential solutions to safeguard our digital playground. 

The goal is to provide opportunities for cooperation 

amongst social organisations, policy makers and opinion 

leaders to make child grooming a thing of the past.

Objectives Tackled 

Threat Susceptibility  |  Response Efficacy  



a panel discussion 

Don’t Prey Where We Play3

Whilst conducting our research and making educational 

videos with youths, many shared that they too are 

responsible for securing their online safety, and that their 

generation is best positioned to make a change on this 

issue.  

This inspired us to put together a youth-led discussion 

where industry stakeholders can hear first hand: 

1. How youths deal with such experiences 

2. What works & what doesn’t 

3. How they can be better protected from groomers



Don’t Prey Where We Play3

Walk Around The PreyGround 
Bringing attendees through the exhibition. 

What Grooming Means To Me 
Listen to four victims share their story. 

The Turning Point 
Gain an insight into what reporting tool and method was 
effective in helping victims escape the situation. 

PreyGround 2.0 
Q&A and idea generation 
Victims brainstorm for new safeguards to implement 



valuable 
media publicity

Create positive associations by championing a cause that 
severely impacts adolescents’ digital safety. Fight alongside 
them as they flag against online child grooming.

advocate for a 
safer digital space

meaningful 
brand visibility

what’s in it for you?

As Singapore’s first holistic campaign against online child 
grooming, our activations are set to garner positive 
coverage for Facebook & Instagram.

Increase meaningful visibility amongst purpose-driven, 
generation-z adolescents by empowering them on an 
important social cause via direct & online platforms. 



45 mins

Esther Soh 
+65 9773 5111 

ESOH003@e.ntu.edu.sg 

Wong Si Qi, Stephanie  
+ 65 9176 8922 

WO0003IE@e.ntu.edu.sg

We’ll love to chat 

mailto:ESOH003@e.ntu.edu.sg
mailto:WO0003IE@e.ntu.edu.sg


thank you
look forward to sharing more with you


